DDM 2016.03: Full Enhancements List
Highlighted sections have their own videos. Please click on enhancement reference number to view in
YouTube.

2016.03

DDMC-3664

Would like reserve / reference to dialog enhanced with an option to include
drawings of the components.

2016.03

DDMC-4461

Would like the ability to compare the BOM of different items (as opposed to
just comparing different issues of the same item).

2016.03

DDMC-2369

Would like to export from the BOM editor as csv (and be column aware), in
the same way you can export to csv search results from DDM.

2016.03

DDMC-4460

With auto-state change rules in place, if an item is up-issued and the
previous "released" item has its state changed to "under-review", if the
new issue is deleted then the old "under-review" item should be converted
back to "released".

2016.03

DDMC-4595

When removing a user, would like owned folders to change ownership.

2016.03

DDMC-4634

Would like folder layout changed, to move the tabs from top of window to
middle, with top panel always showing the Properties and lower pane
showing all other pages.

2016.03

DDMC-4835

When re-positioning the splitter on a Folder Properties, would like the
positioning remembered relative to the Folder Type.

2016.03

DDMC-4548

When drag/dropping a single item into DDM, would like Properties window
opened instead of Single Save Manager

2016.03

DDMC-4865

On DDM Properties - Links page, would like to be able to multi-select items
when using right-click Send-To functions.

2016.03

DDMC-4866

Would like the 'Export' button removed from the Properties - Links page
(use the right-click Export functionality instead).
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2016.03

DDMC-4832

Would like the DDM Bom report to be modified so that it no longer requires
pre-processing and can be copied, modified and used as a custom report.

2016.03

DDMC-4833

When opening Item Properties, would like it to stop cascading if there is
only a single properties window being opened.

2016.03

DDMC-4843

Would like Folders sub-menu at top of the popup menu list when using
Right-click to create new items.

2016.03

DDMC-4848

Cleanup table triggers to remove redundant declarations and selections.

2016.03

DDMC-4851

When opening Folder Properties, would like it to stop cascading if there is
only a single Folder window being opened.

2016.03

DDMC-4856

When storing from CAD with multiple remote file servers and latency to
database server, storing larger assemblies can be very time consuming.

2016.03

DDMC-4858

In DDM Admin - System Access - States, the list of states should include
all state settings / attributes.

2016.03

DDMC-4578

When opening the BOM Editor with a multi-level BOM displayed, would
like the speed investigated and optimized.

2016.03

DDMC-4261

In DDM Web Client, would like to be able to add custom attributes (eg
created on, category) to folder contents table.

2016.03

DDMC-4462

Would like 'Export Related attachments' option enhanced to also allow the
inclusion of documents that are attached to any of the items.

2016.03

DDMC-1561

Would like an additional custom report option / type in Admin to cater for
multi-level BOM reports.
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